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Grass
Animal Collective

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             GRASS - Animal Collective
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by:Francis

Tuning: DADF#ad with capo 5 i believe, but this tab is in standard :)

I have tabbed this based on the live acoustic version they performed at the
Dirretto(sp) Campus

Bb                         Dm
i was walking on feet just like my fathers 
Bb                                    Dm
and my knees were trying to reach you at your mothers 
Bb                                            Dm
cause my nose was screaming that you smelled like a lover 
Bb                                   Dm
but my handswere happy to treat you like a brother then

A
we do the dance up on the plains
Bb
then i shake your shoulders
F
you push me down into the grains
F
who rubs our noses in the night? we do we do

Bb
pow pow now now pow pow now now

Bb                          Dm
ive been into the plants and simple treasures
Bb                          Dm
and i sew patches on pants and i get pleasure
Bb                                      Dm
and i dont make particular plans cause they dont matter
Bb                                     Dm
if you keep on foolin in bed with my sleeping patterns

A
we do the dance up on the plains



Bb
then i shake your shoulders
F
you push me down into the grains
F
who rubs our noses in the night? we do we do

Bb
pow pow now now pow pow now now

N.C.
Whats with all the changes since the time i was aware its like the apple 

eating people that we once were arent there

Did they empty out their pockets and debase their younger faces and you must 

make sure your happy when you leave your summer places

pretty little femur sitting in my cherry dream boat id be sad if your 

rejected from my hip bone and my knee if i sailed away from continents and 

touched my lovers hair then youd be very happy if i touched her there

Youd be very happy if i touched her there, i was very nervous how i felt in

there i was very cautious whatd you say hey there

Bb
would you like to see me often though you dont need to see me often

cause id like to see you often though i dont need to see you often

A
we do the dance up on the plains
Bb
then i shake your shoulders
F
you push me down into the grains
F
who rubs our noses in the night? we do we do 

Bb
pow pow now now pow pow now now


